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The higher arithmetic is the arithmetic of algebraic number fields and 
their transcendental x ensions, generated by constants of classical an ysis 
and algebraic geometry. Such constants aretypically values of classical 
special functions, defined byparticular differential equ tions. Say, periods 
of algebraic varieties are given by definite ntegrals of algebraic functions, 
and sometimes they are expressed in terms of hypergeometric fun tions. 
(For one eftample ofa class of periods ofalgebraic varieties and their 
relationship with the Dirichlet series and p-adic linear differential equ tions 
see Cassou-Nogubs [l].) A typical problem of higher arithmetic is the 
problem of transcendence or algebraicity on an arithmetically interesting 
value of a particular special function, usually atan algebraic point. For 
example, isI?(1/5) transcendental? Is l(3)transcendental? Is en/rrational? 
Is e + 7r rational? 
These (transcendental) prob ems donot belong to the realm of distribu- 
tion problems ofanalytic number theory (additive number theory orrepre- 
sentation problems), where probabilistic me hods are common. Probabilistic 
methods are applied inadditive number theory usually inthe form of 
ergodic properties of various transformations on lattices (tori) constructed 
directly in algebraic number fields under consideration. In transcendental 
problems, when we want to prove or disprove the transcendence of a value 
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of a function, no such structure, to which probabilistic me hods can be 
applied, exists a priori. Nevertheless, as we shall see, one can construct a 
random walk generated by orders ofzeroes ofa certain approximation o 
the function, whose value we are considering. I  other words, in a com- 
pletely deterministic si uation, whenone wants to prove that avalue f(x,,) 
of an analytic function f(x) at an algebraic point x= x,, is transcendental, 
one encounters, a random process. This process represents a system of 
Markov-type equations or inequalities on orders of zeroes ofapproxima- 
tions (usually, it is rational, Padt or an algebraic pproximation) t  the 
function f(x). Though we do not know the xact orders ofzeroes ofthese 
approximations, the inequalities between them are sometimes sufficient to 
deduce the desired transcendence of f(xo). We call such aMarkov chain a
“random walk” on a zero-set of an approximation function. 
Methods of random walks on a zero-set w re introduced forthe first time 
in [2, 31. Later these methods were applied inthe graded PadC approxima- 
tion technique toprove the best diophantine approximation results for 
values of solutions f linear differential equ tions at algebraic points ( ee 
the xposition n [4]). We introduce a random walk on a zero-set from [2, 31 
in Section 1 together with the sketch ofthe proof of an important tran- 
scendence criterion f rmulated in terms of superharmonic fun tions. Ran- 
dom walks of Section 1 are traditional symmetric one-step random walks on 
integral l ttices Z m.Our new result requires a different v rsion fa random 
walk, generated by Mobius transformations w th integral coefficients acting 
on the upper half plane H. From the abstract, group theoretic point of view 
(cf. [5]), such a random walk corresponds to a particular version fa 
random walk on a free group, generated by two elements, in the representa- 
tion of this group via the full modular group I(l) = S&(H) acting onH. 
This visually unusual non-Euclidean random walk is applied inSection 2 to 
another problem of higher arithmetic: how to distinguish transcendental 
functions from algebraic ones. A hypothetical answer to this problem for 
functions defined bylinear differential equ tions with rational function 
coefficients s given by the Grothendieck conjecture [6, 71. The Grothendieck 
conjecture tests for the xistence of suthciently man polynomial so utions 
mod p of linear differential equ tions foravariety of primes p.Recently we 
have verified theGrothendieck conjecture for one class oflinear differential 
equations, including theLame equations [8,91 using Pad& approximation 
methods. Here we combine PadC approximation techniques with a non- 
Euclidean random walk on a zero set o prove the Grothendieck conjecture 
for a new class of linear differential equ tions, called algebraically repre- 
sented (see Sect. 2;roughly speaking this means that amonodromy group of 
a differential equ tion has a matrix representation over G). As an auxiliary 
result wepresent a simple but useful method of reduction of an arbitrary 
linear differential equ tion over G(x) to a linear differential equ tion (of a
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higher order) with singularities a  0, 1,cc only. This method, based on 
Belyi’s observation [LO], allows u to uniformize solutions f linear differen- 
tial equations over Q(x) by means of single valued functions i  H and to 
introduce a random walk there. The umformizations of linear differential 
equations is an interesting subject in itself andits various connections with 
the accessory parameters p oblem will be treated in detail e sewhere. Our 
results on the proof of the Grothendieck conjecture can be reformulated to 
imply transcendence results fornumbers. One of them shows that, starting 
from an arbitrary t anscendental G-function [ll] solution of alinear dif- 
ferential equation ver G(x), its analytic continuation al g closed paths in 
CP’ generate at least one transcendental number. 
A truly random walk on the field ofhigher arithmetic would reveal  
much richer structure than that indicated h re. It would touch the distri- 
bution problem for traces ofFrobenius ofalgebraic varieties and their 
applications. But a random walker takes too long to visit all cities. We will 
continue our random promenade inthis field aswell as in others enviously 
following thepattern ofHerbert Robbins. 
1. We use standard definitions on the random walk on m dimen- 
sional lattices [5]. 
By a random walk on an m-dimensional lattice Y= Ze, @ . . . @Ze,, 
one understands a motion of a particle on 9, when a particle moves from 
its present position to the one of 2m neighboring positions with equal 
(= 1/2m) probability, independent of its position n the previous moments 
of time. It is easier touse the language ofpotential theory and a discrete 
analog of the Laplace operator (1/2)A, (= (1/2)C~~F,~2/~x~): 
@f(x) =& ,$ f(x +4 -f(x) 
2-l 
(for x E 9). As usual, wecall a function f(x) on 9 a harmonic function, 
if A,f = 0 and superharmonic, if A,f(x) I 0 (for all x). As the theory of
Newton potential shows, harmonic functions  Y in dimensions m = 1 or 
m = 2 are only constant ones, and for dimensions m 2 3 there is a large 
supply of harmonic functions. As in probability theory, in number theory 
one is interested onlyin nonnegative superharmonic fun tions, called xces- 
sive. Aswe shall see, superharmonic fun tions arising from transcendence 
problems satisfy a strong inequality Af( x) _< - ef (x) for some E > 0, and 
can be defined only on a small subdomain of9. 
Looking for the transcendence result takes often a long random walk. If 
we were to walk long enough the following theorem appears: 
THEOREM 1.1 [2]. Letf(z) be a transcendental (i.e., not an algebraic over 
a(z)) meromorphic function ffinite order growth < p. Then there are at 
most p algebraic numbers z0 such that 8‘f(z)/~zk~,,,, E h for all k 2 0. 
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Here the function f(z) is meromorphic oforder I p, if f(z) =
g( z)/h( z), where g(z) and h(z) are ntire functions i  C and 
Theorem 1.1 is but a simple example of a kind of transcendence result. 
For example, the same method of a random walk on a zero set as used in 
the proof of Theorem 1.1, but for adifferent lattice, lead to the following 
multidimensional resu t: 
THEOREM 1.2 [3]. Let f(E) be a transcendental meromorphic function i
C n of the order of growth at most p. Then the set of all points Z0 E C n such 
that a,k: *- - d:;f (ZO) E Z for all ki E Z, k, 2 0, is contained inan alge- 
braic hypersurface in C n of degree at most n p. 
Remark. In Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, one can replace Z by a ring of 
integers in an imaginary quadratic f eld. Also the dependence on n of the 
degree inTheorem 1.2 can be significantly improved [3]. 
There are versions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 that deal with the simulta- 
neous integrality (algebraicity) of derivatives of two or more meromorphic 
functions, under various additional conditions (e.g., see [12]). However, 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are the best possible results of their kind. 
For example, toprove the transcendence of rr, it is sufficient to put 
f(z) = eZ in Theorem 1.1. (One sees that for f(z) = e’, p= 1, and z,-, = 0
gives eZo E Z. Thus for any algebraic z0 # 0, e”o 6 Z. Hence 2ni, and thus 
rr, cannot be an algebraic number.) Similarly, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can be 
used to prove transcendence results for constants connected with elliptic 
functions, including periods and quasi-periods of elliptic curves defined over 
a, and values of elliptic integrals of the first, econd, and, sometimes, the
third kind. In this relation t should be remarked that many transcendence 
statements canbe reduced tothe form of Theorem 1.1, which speaks only of 
integrality of values offunctions. (E.g., when one studies the algebraicity of 
values of the Weierstrass elliptic functions 9(u) with algebraic invariants 
g, and g,, one has to consider functions of the form f(5) = 
AI-I:,,< l-lfZIP(j)(zi)) for an appropriate n ger A and functions 9(j)(u) 
having invariants g$j) and gjj), conjugate to g2 and g3). To prove Theorem 
1.1, one tries toconstruct algebraic pproximations t  the function f(z) at 
all points z = z,, for which akf(z)/azkl,,,, E Z.Let us denote the set of 
such algebraic points z,-, by S, and let us assume, contrary to Theorem 1.1, 
that 
Card(S) > p. 
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We imbed afinite set S into aGalois algebraic number field K (Galois 
means that every conjugate to an element ofK is also an element ofK). 
The only way to prove a result ike Theorem 1.1 is to pass from an 
algebraicity statement fornumbers r9kf(z)/~zk],,,, and z0 to an algebra- 
icity statement for functions. Thus, we have to prove that an assumption 
Card(S) > p forces f(z) to become an algebraic function. To prove that 
f(z) is an algebraic function we have to exhibit analgebraic relation 
between z and f(z). We are trying toconstruct this relation by looking ata 
polynomial P(z, f(z)) that has a lot of zeroes atpoints z = z,, E S. 
The polynomial P(z, f(z)) defines algebraic pproximations of f(z) at 
z = z0 E S, the approximations being algebraic functions f&z), such that 
P(z, f,,,(z)) = 0. We want to show that hese approximations are “too 
good,” i.e., f(z) =fapP(z) or P( z, f(z)) = 0. 
Thus our auxiliary function (an approximating fu ction) hasthe form 
Here P( x, y) is a polynomial from Z[x, y] (with rational integral coeffi- 
cients) such that 
deg,P(x, y)5 L * (log L)-1’4 
deg,P(x, y)5 (log L)3’4. 
0 4 
Here L is a parameter r presenting a sufficiently large integer determining 
lower bounds on orders ofzeroes atz = z0 E S of approximations. 
It is an easy consequence of the Dirichlet’s box principle that here exists 
a polynomial P(x, y) E E[x, JJ] satisfying (1.2) and such that he function 
F(z) in (1.1) satisfies th  following conditions: 
Pk)(Zo) = 0 
for any z0 E S and k = 0,. . , L. 
(1.3) 
To see why such P(x, y) exists, oneshould ook at conditions (1.3). Each 
of the conditions (1.3) represents a linear equation coefficients of 
polynomial P(x, y) considered as undetermined integers. This way we 
obtain from (1.3) a system of (L + l)Card(S) linear equations  unde- 
termined coefficients of P(x, y), whose number is L(log L)li2 B
(L + l)Card( S), for L being sufficiently large. Thus a nontrivial solution t  
(1.3) exists. Moreover, the Dirichlet’s box principle implies that he coeffi- 
cients ofP(x, y) can be found to be in absolute value at most 
exp( c,L(log L)1’2). 
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Results weaker than Theorem 1.1 were proved a long time ago, starting 
from Schneider, Straus, and Lang. However, their distinct feature, absent 
here, was the dependence of cardinality of S not only on p, as in Theorem 
1.1, but also n the degree of the field K, where S lies. Typically the
standard proof is based on the stimate from above of ]a( for cu = F(“o)( zO), 
where u0 is the order of zero f F(z) at z = z0 (and u,, < cc means that 
F(z) $ 0). If K = Q and z,, is a rational umber, then the upper bound on 
a = FtUo)( z,,) would be sufficient to dthe proof, because ]a( is very small, 
but (Y # 0 and denom(z,) desr(P)o is a nonzero ational integer. Then ]a] 2
denom(r,)-desx(P) -an apparent inconsistency with the (stronger) upper 
bound on Ia]. However, if(Y E G\Q and [K: Q] is large, these arguments 
are not sufficient to dthe proof (F(z) = 0 or u0 = cc), because ]a] can be 
very small even for an integral cr E K, but still benon-zero. It is at this 
point hat we introduce a random walk on a lattice associated with S 
and K. 
Let G be a Galois group of K (so that he degree ofK over Q is equal to 
the order of G). 
Let Card(S) = n, S = {zi,..., z, }. The lattice, on which we consider 
superharmonic functions is 
hJ, where./= (G\(l)) X {l,...,n}. 
We take astandard basis inhJ: e(j): j E J 
e(i)[Al = 4,,, : .L .A E J. 
The lattice ZJ is mapped into alattice n K, generated by elements of S
and their conjugates. Namely, 
if n= (ncg,i): g E G\ {l}, 1I i I n) E ZJ, 
then we put 
A(n)de’ k c n(g,j) * zp, 
i=l gEG 
0.4) 
where z!x) is a conjugate to zi under the action fan automorphism g E G 
(andforg=IEGoneputsnui,zf- c n(g,i):  = 1,. . , n). 
tFG\{l) 
Next, we consider together with F(z), the “shifted functions”: 
Fn(z)zfP(z + A(n),f(z)) 0.5) 
for any n E EJ. 
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The main algebraic relation between “shifted functions” F”(z) has the 
form: 
For any k 2 0 and i = 1, .. . , n, the number F,“)(zi) (from K) is 
algebraically onjugate to F,,‘)( zi), where m is a “neighbor” f nin Z ‘. 
Combining these algebraic relations between Fik)( zi), with Jensen’s 
formula for loglF,I, in terms of zeroes ofF”(z), weobtain the following 
system of inequalities on orders ofzeroes ofF,(z) at z = zi E S. 
If u) (for nE hJ, i = l,.. ., n) denotes the order of zero f F,,(z) at
z = zi, then we have: 
q + i c Ujn+e(g.j)-4g,i); (1.6) 
j=l, j+i j=l, j#i gsfl(l] 
nEZJ,i=l ,..., n.
Here d = Card(G), n = Card(S) > p (according to our assumptions). 
Thus we arrived ata scheme of a “random walk” in (d - l)n-dimensional 
lattice. The essential feature, distinguishing (1.6)from the usual random 
walk schemes, is that on the right-hand si e of (1.6) there appear d(n - 1) 
summands and on the left-hand si e of (1.6), when p < n, the constant 
d(p - 1) is less than d(n - 1). 
Thus, we are lead to nonnegative superharmonic functions, satisfying 
conditions f the type: 
Afb) 5 -f(x) 0.7) 
for some E > 0. Our functions aredefinitely nonnegative because they 
represent orders of zeros of regular functions. Also, at the origin, our 
function is definitely positive by the construction and (1.3). It turns out that 
for every E> 0 and any m 2 1, functions satisfying (1.7) can be positive 
only in a cube is Z”, containing theorigin, if the size of the cube is less 
than aconstant cz( m, E). Consequently, here isno nonnegative solutions f 
(1.7) inthe whole lattice, and Card(S) = n I p always. This proves Theo- 
rem 1.1. 
Simultaneously, we are lead to a new class of excessive functions. For 
m 2 3, we do not know the maximal side of a cube in Em, where a
nonnegative solution of (1.7) can exist. 
This example is a typical illustration of a random walk on a zero set, 
where orders of zeroes ofdifferent “approximations” at different points 
generate probabilistic distribution. The goal of proving transcendence is 
often achieved, if this distribution only has finite support. 
2. The next application of random walks deals with the non- 
Euclidean zero-set. This kind of random walk turns out to be crucial in the 
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solution of another t anscendental prob em ofhigher a ithmetic: how to tell 
the transcendental characteristics of a manifold with a connection, from 
finite (mod p) arithmetic information. Plainly speaking, canone determine 
a monodromy group of a linear differential equ tion (typically given by 
matrices with transcendental number entries) by the properties of this 
differential equ tion after its reduction m dp for many (several) primes p.
For example, isit possible to tell whether all solutions of a linear differential 
equation are algebraic just by examining this equation mod p? Grothendieck 
formulated a conjecture that answers this question [6, 71 and Katz [6] 
extended this conjecture and showed how from the universal truth of the 
Grothendieck conjecture it follows that one can determine thLie algebra of
the monodromy (Galois) group of a linear differential equ tion from certain 
mod p characteristics of a l near differential equation (p-curvature matrices). 
Thus, the main problem is to prove the original Grothendieck conjecture, 
which we are about o formulate. 
Let K be an algebraic number field and for aprime ideal 9 of K, gp 
denotes the residue field ofK (mod 9). Also we denote by k, a field of
characteristic p > 0, by k[x], the ring of polynomials in x over k, by k[[x]], 
the ring of formal power series inx over k, and by k(x) and k((x)), 
respectively, the quotient fields of k[x] and k[[x]]. We consider k((x)) tobe 
a differential fieldwith the standard differentiation n x: a’ = 0 for (Y E k 
and (x”)’ = n * x”-l. Consequently, he field ofconstants of k((x)) is 
k((xpN- 
We start with alinear differential equ tion over K(x): 
a”(x)yyx) + *** +44Y’(4 + %bM4 = 03 (2-l) 
ai E K[x] (i = 0,. . , n) and its reductions (mod 9) in E,(x), denoted 
by W),- 
Clearly, if (2.1), has a solutio_n n E,((x)), then, after multiplication by 
a constant, i  has a solution n K,[[x]]. 
We say that he quation (2.1), has st$ciently many solutions, if (2.1), 
has n linearly independent solutions i  K,[[x]]. 
For scalar (linear) differential equ tions (2.1) the Grothendieck conjecture 
reads: 
The Grothendieck Conjecture. L tfor almost all prime ideals 9’of K, 
(2.1), have n solutions i  K,(x), linearly independent over K,(xP), i.e., 
let (2.1), have sufficiently many solutions foralmost all 9. Then all 
solutions f (2.1) are algebraic functions. 
The Grothendieck conjecture can be also formulated formatrix linear 
differential equations in terms of p-curvature op rators ‘kp [6]. Let us 
consider anarbitrary matrix linear differential equ tion with coefficients 
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from K(x): 
i fI + A(x) f’=0, 1 (2.2) 
for Ii, j = &, j and A(x) E M( n, K(x)). The p-curvature operator *pof 
(2.2) (mod p) is 
In fact, ‘kp is a linear operator [6, 71 and ‘kp = A, (mod p), where A, are 
defined inductively as follows: 
AI = A(x), &+I = d/dxA,, + A,A,(n 2 0). 
THE GROTHENDIECK CONJECTURE. If for almost all p, p-adic curvature 
operator ‘k, of (2.2) iszero, ‘+p = 0, then all solutions f the quation (2.2) 
are algebraic functions. 
Similar p-curvature invariants exists for scalar linear differential equ -
tions (2.1), where they can be defined as(d/dx)r mod K,(x)[d/dx] . L, 
for an appropriate linear differential operator L, = C~,Oai(x)(d/dx)i 
mod 9. 
It is known that equations satisfying the assumptions of the Grothendieck 
conjecture possess important properties: 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (KATZ [6, 71). If Eq. (2.1), has suficiently many 
solutions forinjinitely man prime ideals 9 of K, then (2.1) isa Fuchsian 
linear diflerential equation. If(2.1), has sujiciently many solutions for
almost all 9, then all exponents atregular singularities of (2.1) are rational 
numbers and the local monodromy of (2.1) isfinite and cyclic nthe neighbor- 
hood of any point. 
Katz proved the truth of the Grothendieck conjecture forthe class of 
Picard-Fuchs equations (i.e., deformation equations for the periods of
algebraic varieties), including hypergeometric function equations. In [8, 91 
we proved the Grothendieck conjecture fora large class of differential 
equations, including Lame equations a darbitrary rank one equations ver 
algebraic curves of positive genus. These results were accomplished using 
the combination of PadC approximation methods with aparticular form of 
the converse tothe Eisenstein theorem. The Eisenstein theorem states that 
for an expansion ff(x) = CTB,,, n a x” of an algebraic function f(x) over 
Q(x), there exists aninteger D 2 1 such that D” . a, is an integer for all 
n 2 0. Our result from [9, Theorem 5.21 is a converse tothe Eisenstein 
theorem, proved under the assumption that he function f(x), whose power 
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series xpansion isintegral is parametrized by meromorphic functions f 
finite order of growth. This assumption of uniformization by means of 
meromorphic functions al o holds for esults from [9] on the Grothendieck 
conjecture. Not all solutions f linear differential equ tions canbe uniform- 
ized this way, and automorphic functions forgroups of Mobius transforma- 
tions of the upper half plane N have to be used for the uniformization. 
We can prove the Grothendieck conjecture, sing the non-Euclidean 
random walk, for the class of linear differential equ tions whose mono- 
dromy group admits an “algebraic representation.” 
Let us recall first ofall the definition of the monodromy group. For a 
linear differential equ tion 
a,(x)y(“)(x) + * -* +a,(x)y(x) = 0, (2.1) 
with ai E G(x) (i = 0 ,..., n), let yl(x) ,..., y (x) be a fixed funda- 
mental system of solutions of (2.1). Then for aclosed path y, not containing 
the singularities of (2.1) and analytic continuation of (yt(x), . . ., y,(x)) 
from x to x along yimplies a linear t ansformation: 
(Y l,“‘, y,)‘yf~- (Yl>...7YJ’? 
where the (constant) matrix M, E G&(C) is called a monodromy matrix of 
(2.1) (corresponding to y). The set of all matrices M, generates a mono- 
dromy group of (2.1) which is a representation of thefundamental group 
IT~(CP~ \ S,), where S, is the set of all singularities of (2.1). A monodromy 
group of (2.1) dependes onthe choice ofthe fundamental system of solution 
of (2.1), and, invariantly, is defined only as a conjugacy class inG&(C). We 
call an equation (2.1) algebraically represented if (2.1) has a monodromy 
group which is a subgroup ofGZ,,@), i.e., the monodromy matrices have 
algebraic entries only. For such aclass of linear differential equ tions we 
can prove the Grothendieck conjecture: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let us assume that the equation (2.1) be algebraically 
represented, i.e., (2.1) has a monodromy group which is a subgroup of 
GL,(a). If for almost all prime ideals 46the equation (2.1), has n linearly 
independent solutions mod 9, then all solutions f (2.1) are algebraic func- 
tions. 
Remark. The assumption of algebraic representation of a monodromy 
group of (2.1) is reasonable, ecause whenever (2.1) has only algebraic 
function solutions, it  monodromy group is a representation of a subgroup 
of a symmetric group, and thus the quation is algebraically represented. 
The class of algebraically represented equations i cludes many classical 
equations (like hypergeometric ones), but has an empty intersection with the 
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class of equation for which the Grothendieck conjecture was proved in [9]. 
For equations from [9] the monodromy group was not algebraically repre- 
sented because elements ofthe monodromy matrices were built from 
periods ofAbelian i tegrals of the first, econd, and third kind. In fact, he 
transcendence of some of the elements ofthe corresponding mo odromy 
group follows from the results of [9] as well. Ascompared with [9], Theorem 
2.2 is a more delicate transcendence statement. Also, Theorem 2.2 provides 
one with acomputational method to check for the algebraicity of solutions 
of (2.1). Ifone sees, ay numerically, thathe elements of the monodromy 
group of (2.1) are transcendental quantities, then(2.1) does not have 
algebraic solutions ly, (and, most likely, does not satisfy even the assump- 
tions of the Grothendieck conjecture). On the other hand, if, numerically, 
elements ofthe monodromy matrices of(2.1) are algebraic quantities, 
Theorem 2.2 tells u unconditionally that it is sufficient to verify the 
assumptions f the Grothendieck conjecture. In this relation we want to 
state hat Theorem 2.2 is an effective statement i  he sense that, oinsure 
the algebraicity of all solutions f (2.1), itis sufficient to check the 
assumptions f the Grothendieck conjecture only for afinite effective set of
primes p. Namely, for an algebraically represented equation (2.1), and any 
M > 0, there exists aneffective P, d pending only on M and (2.1), such 
that he xistence of sufficiently many solutions modLP for all L@ with M < 
Norm(S) -C P guarantees thealgebraicity of allsolutions f (2.1). 
The main part in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is a special scheme of random 
walk on a zero-set forfunctions approximating solutions f linear differen- 
tial equations (2.1). Remarkably, a random walk that we consider takes 
place on the standard tessellation of theupper half-plane by the action f
full modular group SL,(H), orof one of its congruence subgroups. 
According toa “non-Euclidean” scheme of the random walk, aparticle 
travels in the upper half-plane H, and at any moment of time aparticle an
change its current position zi to Tzi = (az, + b)/(cz, + d) for T = 
( i 
‘f i 
E Z,(H), where Tzi = z~+~ lies in a circular triangle in H adjoint tothe 
one containing zi.For the full modular group l?(l) = S&(Z), there are 
three adjoint triangles. In general, fora given (congruence) subgroup G of 
r(l) one covers H with images of the fundamental domain of G by the 
action fMobius transformations fr m G.(See Fig. 1.) 
In order to use a non-Euclidean random walk on modular domains, one 
needs a uniformization of solutions f a linear differential equ tion by
means of appropriate modular functions i  the upper half-plane. I  the 
classical literature on the uniformization problem there is a body of papers 
devoted tothe uniformization of s lutions f the Fuchsian linear differential 
equations in terms of automorphic functions corresponding to Fuchsian 
(and sometimes Kleinian) group [13,14]. In view of the well known problem 
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FIGURE 1 
of accessory parameters [15] it is preferable to use a simpler and different 
uniformization approach. Since our main purpose is to uniformize an 
independent variable x by means of modular functions, it issufficient to 
uniformize a dependent variable y by means of a function defined very- 
where in the upper half-plane, whose modular properties are the reflection 
of the monodromy properties of Eq. (2.1). To do this, one needs to represent 
a multivalued function y as a multivalued function having only three 
regular singularities, say, (01, cc}, as those of inverses of classical automor- 
phic functions for the full modular group and (some of) its principal 
congruence subgroups [16]. Such arepresentation of the Riemann surface of 
y, if possible at all, should ead to a differential equ tion of an order higher 
than that of (2.1), and to a representation of the monodromy group of (2.1) 
(or, rather, ofits extension) i  a higher dimensional space. Interestingly 
enough, a reduction ( r, rather, a lifting) of the Fuchsian linear differential 
equation (2.1) ispossible wh n (and only when) the differential equ tion 
(2.1) has its polynomial coefficients d fined over an algebraic number field 
(!). Thus, in the framework ofthe Grothendieck conjecture, we can reduce 
Fuchsian linear differential equ tions to Fuchsian linear differential equ -
tions with three regular singularities {O,l,co} only, and then uniformize 
solutions f these equations by means of functions defined verywhere in 
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the upper half-plane. Th  basis for such reduction s the following startling 
result ofBelyi [lo]: 
THEOREM 2.3 [lo]. A complete nonsingular algebraic curve, deJined over a
field of characteristic zero,can be represented as a covering ofa projective line 
with the branch points at (0, 1,~) only, if and only if this curve can be 
defined over an algebraic number jield. 
A remarkably simple proof of Theorem 2.3 was based on the following 
observation: 
LEMMA 2.4. For an arbitrary Jinite s t X of algebraic numbers there exists 
two nonzero polynomials px(x) and qx(x) with rational number coefficients 
such that he following conditions aresatisfied. First of all, px(x) is branch- 
ing only over ational numbers, i.e., px(x,) E Q wheneverp;((xO) = 0,and 
q,(z) is branching onb over {O,l, oo}, i.e., qx(xO) = O,l, whenever q’x(x,) 
= 0. Secondly, px(xl) E Q whenever x1E X, and qx(xl) = 0, 1, whenever 
x1 E X and x1 E Q. 
Proof If pi(x) is a minimal polynomial defined over Z for all points of
X, then we define inductively P;+~(x) as a minimal polynomial for the 
following setof algebraic numbers: { pi(xo): pJ(x,) = O}. Since deg( pi+l) 
< de& pi), we have P,,+ 1 = const for some n 2 0. Then we can put 
def 
p*(x) = p,( pnFl(.  (PI(x)). . )). Let us construct nowqx(x) for aset X
of three rational numbers. If, say, X = (0, 1, s} for 0< s -=z 1 and s = 
m/(m + n) for integers m, n: m 2 0, n 2 0, then we can put 
def (m + n)m+n 
4x(x) = mm. n” 
x”(l - x)“. 
Then by in$tion we can define X = Y U {x0}, X0 = {O,l, qu(xO)} and 
Put 4x(x) = 4&v(x)). 
It seems that he (minimal) degrees ofpx(x) and qx(x) grow at least 
linearly with the height of (elements of)X. As the proof of Lemma 2.4 
shows, the most interesting caseis that of X consisting of three distinct 
rational numbers; and in this case we present below a few examples 
associated with automorphic forms for congruence subgroups. In connec- 
tion with these examples weremark that he degrees ofpx(x) and qx(x) 
can be decreased, if toallow them to be rational functions with rational 
function coefficients. 
Lemma 2.4 provides a immediate proof of Theorem 2.3. In fact, he “only 
if+’ part of the theorem is a trivial corollary of the Riemann existence 
theorem. If, on the other hand, acurve is defined over 6, then there exists at 
least one nonconstant ra ional function f on this curve, defining a covering 
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of P’ over G with aset Sof branching points from 6 too. If we consider a 
polynomial p,(x) from Lemma 2.4 and define byX a set (of rational 
numbers) consisting of points ps(xo) for x0 E S and points ps(xO) for 
p;(x,) = 0, then the function qx( Ps(f)) is a rational function an 
algebraic curve, defining tscovering over P’ with the branching points over 
{O,l, co} only. 
Similar guments can be used in the reduction of a Fuchsian linear 
differential equ tion, @fined over G(x), to a Fuchsian linear differential 
equation defined over Q(x) with regular singularities at (0, 1,cc} only. 
Let us start from the polynomial from of a linear differential equ tion 
(2.1), where all ai are polynomials from 6(x): i= O,l, . .. , n. Zeroes of 
a,(x) are xactly the singularities of (2.1). Let us denote by S the set of all 
singularities of (2.1) (they are algebraic numbfey). If,as above, X = { ps(xO): 
p&(x,) = 0 on x0 E S}, then we put q(x) = qx(ps(x)). Letus denote by 
m the degree of the polynomial q(x). We now change the independent 
variable x to 
x’ = q(x). (2.3) 
This change of variables g ometrically represents a covering of degree m 
of P,‘, with branch points atmost at (0, 1, co}. This covering gives rise to m 
branches ofx, considered as analgebraic function of x’. Let us denote these 
m branches byx, = x,(x’): (Y= 1,. . , m. 
We make a change (2.3) ofan independent variable in the differential 
equation (2.1). This way we obtain a linear differential equ tion fnth 
order with algebraic function coefficients. This linear differential equ tion 
with algebraic coefficients ca  be,in its turn, reduced toa linear differential 
equation forder at most nm, having rational function coefficients and only 
(0, 1, m} as its ingular points. Indeed, let y,(x), . . ., y,(x) be an arbitrary 
fundamental system of solutions f (2.1). Let us introduce th following 
system of nm functions f a new variable x’:
y,,,(y) =yi(xj(xp)): i=l ,-*-, n;j = 19*-*9m- 
1 
First of all, the system of functions Y = { yi, j(x’): i = 1,. . , n; j = 
,--*, m} represents a complete system of solutions f aFuchsian linear 
differential equ tion with rational function coefficients. Indeed, all singular- 
ities offunctions from Yare regular, because they are regular for yi and for 
xi. Also an analytic continuation al g any closed path of any function 
from Y is a linear combination of functions from Yagain, because the same 
property holds for {yi( x), .. . , y,(x)} and an analytic continuation al g 
the closed path in x’ plane leads to a permutation of x,(x’). Also since 
(2.1) and (2.3) are defined over 6, a Fuchsian linear differential equ tion 
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satisfied by functions from Y has coefficients from @xl). All functions 
x,(x’) are regular everywhere butat x’ = 0, 1, co. Hence afunction from Y
can have a singularity at a point x’ = x;, only when x@(x;) E S (i.e., 
xa = xJx6) is a singularity of (2.1)). However, ifx, E S, then cp(x,) = x’ 
is 0, 1, or co, according to the properties of a polynomial q(x). Conse- 
quently, the only singularities of functions from Yare 0, 1, and cc. Thus we 
obtain 
THEOREM 2.5. Every Fuchsian linear differential equation de$ned-over 
G(x) can be reduced to a Fuchsian linear d@erential equation ver Q(x’) 
with singularities at x’ = 0, 1,~ on!y by an algebraic change of an indepen- 
dent variable. More precisely, there xists a change of variables x’ = q(x), 
where cp(x) is a polynomial with rational number coeficients, suchthat every 
solution y(x) of a linear diflerential equation (2.1) isLas afunction fx’, a 
solution of aFuchsian linear dl~erential equation ver Q( x’) with singularities 
only at x’ = O,l, 00. 
Remark 2.6. In the statement of Theorem 2.5, we can remove very- 
where the word “Fuchsian.” 
Clearly, Theorem 2.3 is a particular caseof Theorem 2.5, if applied toa 
Fuchsian linear differential equ tion satisfied by anarbitrary rational func- 
tion on an algebraic curve defined over G. 
To see the expression of areduction of an arbitrary linear differential 
equation ver a(x) to the one having only 0, 1, and 00 as its ingularities, 
we can use lementary lgebra. We employ the properties of the substitution 
(2.3). It is easier toconsider a matrix first order linear differential equ tion 
over Q(x), equivalent to (2.1). Let this equation have the form 
(2.4) 
for Ai,Jx) E G(x) (i, j~1,. . . , n). Let D(x) E G[x] be a polynomial 
such that D(x)A,, j(x) E Q[x] for all i, j = 1,. . , n. Zeroes of D(x) are 
the singularities of (2.4). Note that he singularities of theequivalent 
systems (2.4) and (2.1) need not be the same: they may differ by apparent 
singularities, thoughregular singularities (and essential singularities) are the 
same. If (2.4) is a system of Fuchsian linear differential equ tions and 
all zeroes of D(x) are simple ones, then (2.4) has normal or Schlesinger 
form [17]. 
Starting from an arbitrary solution y(x) = (y,(x), . . ., y,(x)) of(2.4), we 
introduce an nm-vector Y(x’) = (vi(x) * xj: i = 1,. . , n; j = 0,. . , m - 
l), considered as avector-function of x’. We show that Y(x’) satisfies a 
matrix first order linear differential equ tion ver @x’) with regular 
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singularities a  x’ = 0, 1, cc only. Indeed, #(x) + (dx/dx’) = 1 and 
Now, according to the properties of q(x), D(x) divides q(x) . (q(x) -
1) and q’(x) divides q(x) . (q(x) - 1). Without the loss of generality we 
can assume that D(x) . v’(x) divides q(x) . (q(x) - 1). Thus 
x’(x’ - l)&(x) * x’) 
where 
Bi9,,,(x)~@x]: i,k=l,..., n;j=O ,..., m-l. 
Since cp(x)(cp(x) - l /(D(x)cp’(x)) E G[x] and, according to the identity 
(2.3), any power x’ for = m, m + 1, .. . can be expressed polynomially in 
x’, we obtain 
x’(x’ - l&);,(x) ax’) = 5’ i Ci,j,k,,(X’) ‘Yk ) - x
I=0 k=l 
for C ,,,, k ,(~‘) E G[x’]: i, k= 1,. . , n; j, 1 = 1,. . , m. Thus Y(x’) 
satisfies a first order matrix linear differential equ tion ofthe form 
x’(x’ - l)Z = C(x’) *Y(x’) (2.5) 
for C(x’) E M,,(Q[x’]). If the original m trix equation (2.4) isFuchsian 
(of the normal form [17]), then the resulting equation (2.5) isagain Fuchsian 
(and of the normal form). We can reformulate thisas a 
COROLLARY 2.7. Every matrix linear differential equ tion of the normal 
form 
dY 
dx= 
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for ai E aS, lJ E 44,((P) (i= 0, . . . , k) can be reduced, bya polynomial 
change x’ = q(x) of an independent variable, to a matrix linear diflerential 
equation i the normal form having singularities only at x = 0, 1, cc : 
(2.6) 
with A, B, C E M,,(a) for m = deg(cp). 
Corollary 2.7(or Theorem 2.5) allows u to_express solutions f arbitrary 
(Fuchsian) linear differential equ tions ver Q(x) in terms of single-valued 
functions in the upper half-plane, d to study monodromy of these 
differential equ tions from the point of view of Mobius transformations 
corresponding to matrices from the modular group I?(l) = SL,(Z). A 
reference to the possibility of such expression, oncea linear differential 
equation isrepresented in the form (2.6) can be found in Baker [18]. 
Following [18], weconsider an automorphic function k2(t) for the group 
I(2). It is known that k2 = (@(O; q))/($(O; q)) and 1 - k* = 
(t9,“(0; q))/( fi,“(O; q)) for q = eni’. The function z,inverse tok2(z), is 
represented by the ratio ofhypergeometric functions (periods f the lliptic 
integral with the invariant k2): 
z=i. 
F(l - k2) 
F(k2) ’ 
where F(t) = (2/lr)/,“/*(l - t sin20)-l/* de = X~+(2;)*(t/4)‘. Twofunc- 
tions log(k2) and log(1 - k2) are represented as series inq. Thus we can 
denote 
log(k2) = Icl(z), 14k2 - 1) = #1(z), 
i e .0, kZ = e$(‘), for single-valued functions q(z), #i(z) in H. Thus, if we 
make a natural change of the independent variable x’ = k2(z), the matrix 
differential equ tion (2.6) isreduced tothe following o e
$ = (A.+‘(z) + B.+;(z) + C.+‘(z) .e*(‘))YI. (2.7) 
Since coefficients of (2.7) are integral functions i  H, the results of Baker 
[19] show that elements ofthe solution Y,of (2.7) are single-valued 
functions f zin H. An independent proof of this follows from Theorem 
2.5 and properties of z as a function of k*(z), having singularities only at
0, 1,oe. More elaborate transformations wouldallow us to use the automor- 
phic function J(z) for I’(1) instead ofk2(z) (use, say, the xpression 
J(z) = 4(1 - k2 f k4)3/(27k4(1 - k2)2) . 
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Such a transformation ll ws u to simplify thestudy of the ffect of he 
monodromy transformations (as aresult ofan analytic continuation al g a
closed path) for the original linear differential equ tion. First of all, the 
monodromy of the reduced quation (2.6) isexpressed explicitly n terms of 
the monodromy of the original equation (2.4) and the matrices ofthe 
monodromy group (or, rather, of its representation) of (2.6) are built from 
monodromy matrices of (2.4) and from the matrices r presenting he Galois 
group of the Riemann surface ofx’ = q(x). As a result, if the equation 
(2.3) & algebraically represented, i. .its monodromy group is a subgroup of
CL,(Q) for some choice ofthe basis, then the reduced quation (2.6) isalso 
algebraically represented. 
To study the effect ofthe monodromy transformation of theequation 
(2.6) in terms of a new variable z in H, x’ = k2(z) let us consider an 
arbitrary closed path y in ClP$, not containing 0, 1, or cc. An analytic 
continuation al g yfrom x’ to x’ is equivalent in H to a transformation 
z c, T, . z = (a,z + b,)/(c,z + dy) with integers ay,b,, cy, d, such that 
a,d, - b,c, = 1, even by, cy and odd uy, d,. The group r(2) of fractional 
transformations T, is generated by two transformations z’ (= a(z)) = z + 2 
and z’ (= r(z)) = z/(22 + 1). To see the effect ofanalytic continuation 
along y, let zbe a (unique) element ofthe fundamental domain F2 of I(2) 
such that x’ = k2(z): Imz > 0, ]z - l/2( 2 l/2, -1 2 Rez < 1. Then 
analytic continuation of Y,along yfrom x’ to x’ manifests i elf in H by a 
reflection of z to z’ = TYz by successive reflections from F2 to its doubles 
adjoint toeach other. Asa result ofthese transformations, x’ = k2(z’), 
according to the automorphicity conditions. The matrix function Y, = Y,(z) 
undergoes a linear t ansformation Y, * Y, * J4, for amatrix My E CL,(C) 
from the monodromy group of (2.6), corresponding to the transformation 
T,,. As I’(2), themonodromy group of (2.6) isgenerated by two matrices M,, 
and M, corresponding to two transformations u and Tof r(2). Inparticu- 
lar, if MO and M, are both matrices with algebraic entries, theequation 
(2.6) isalgebraically represented. 
In application o the Grothendieck conjecture we consider the case when 
an original system (2.4) is algebraically represented and has a matrix 
solution Y(x), whose lements are (convergent) power series from @[xl] 
that have integral (or nearly integral) coefficients. According tothe 
Eisenstein’s theorem, the same property holds for the matrix solution Y,(x’) 
of (2.6). Moreover, the algebraic representation of (2.6) implies that an 
arbitrary modular transformation T, of H leads to the transformed matrix 
function Y,. M,, all elements of which are again power series with integral 
(or nearly integral) coefficients from G.
The near integrality of thepower series expansions f solutions f a linear 
differential equ tion (2.1) or(2.4); if all assumptions f the Grothendieck 
conjecture are satisfied, is thecrucial property in the proof Theorem 2.2. We 
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use here results of Section 2 of [9]. According to Corollary 2.5of [9], let he 
equation (2.1) satisfy theassumptions f the Grothendieck conjecture, and 
let y(x) = CZ,, cm (x - 5)“’ be a solution of (2.1) with an algebraic 5, and 
initial conditions y(‘)(Z) = if . ci for algebraic numbers c,: i= 0,. . , n - 1. 
Let us put y(x)’ = Zz=Oc,.j(x - [)“, j = 1,2,. . . Then the common 
denominator of numbers {c,,...c,,: m, + ... +mj<M: j= l,...,k} 
and the common denominator of numbers {c,, j: m = O,l,. ., 44; j = 
1 9***, k } both divide the number AM,k, where log1 A,;,[ I M log ci + 
k log c2, where cz depends only on y(x), and ci depends effectively on 
(2.1) & and the (finite) set of primes p,for which (2.1) has a nonzero p-adic 
curvature. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 proceeds along the lines indicated in Section 1,
and is very similar in its algebraic part o the proofs rom [8, 91. First ofall, 
we reduce Eq. (2.1) or(2.2) tothe form (2.6) where the dependent and 
independent variables areparametrized by functions i  z uniform inH. As 
we already noted, the near integrality property ofthe coefficients n the
expansion ofsolutions f linear differential equ tions does not change if we 
pass from (2.1) or (2.2) to (2.6). Let us consider anarbitrary solution 
Y(x’) = (Yl(X’), * * *yk( x’)) of (2.6) having algebraic initial conditions. A  
auxiliary pproximation function, as inSection 1,has the form 
F(x’) = P(X’> Ylb’)) 
for anonzero polynomial P(x’, y’) E Z[x’, y’]. By means of the uniformi- 
zation in H, we obtain a function f(z) = F(x’), where x’ = k2(z) (or 
x’ = J(z)) and y,(x’) = (p(z) isa single-valued function on H. The poly- 
nomial P(x’, y’) is defined ina way that he corresponding fu ction f(z) 
has zeroes of high order at points of a large zero-set z,,, .. ., zi, z~+~ =
TZi, z;+2,. . . (where z,, E F, corresponds to the point x’ = 5, where the 
expansions of y;(x’) are nearly integral: i = 1,. . , k). The monodromy 
transformations of (2.6) generate, as it was shown before, transformations 
‘i + ‘i+l and lead to new functions yi,;(x’) corresponding to cp(z,). The
algebraic representation of (2.6) implies that all expansions f y,, I(x) at 
X’ = 5 are nearly integral again. Thus, the denominators f all numbers 
(l/m!)(d/d~‘)~{ P(x’, y,, i(x’))}],Zr corresponding to (l/m!)(d/dz)” . 
‘p( zi), are asily controllable as in [8,9] orthe theory ofG-functions. Hence, 
we arrive, as in Section 1,to the system of Markov-type in qualities on the
orders ofzeroes ofcp(zi), similar to (1.6). This ystem determines a scheme 
of non-Euclidian random walk on H. In the estimates of the growth of 
(l/m9(~/~z)mcp(z;)9 we use the properties of I’(1) and that of C]zi]’ and 
rI(Z - zi*)/( z - Zi) f or z E H. Similar toSection 1,we arrive atan 
excessive function on a random walk lattice {z;} in H, which can exist only 
in a bounded omain. Apparent contradiction forces cp( z) = 0 and yi( x’) 
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becomes an algebraic function, Details ofthe proof of Theorem 2.2 will be 
presented elsewhere. 
While the Theorem 2.2 is a transcendence statement i  function theory, 
its random walk proof show that it leads to a statement o  ranscendental 
numbers. Namely, if y = ( vl(x’), . . . y,Jx’)) isa transcendental G-func- 
tion solution [ll] of a matrix linear differential equ tion (2.6) over 6(x’) 
with algebraic initial conditions at x’= 5 # 0, 1, cc, then among all analytic 
continuations ( yjy), . . ., JJ,“)), of y from 5to t along the closed paths yin 
CP’, there exists atleast one transcendental number y,(y). 
We conclude this ection with some explicit formulas related tothe 
reduction Theorem 2.6. Our examples are connected with the problem of 
explicit omputations of accessory parameters, i.e., with the problem of an 
effective computation of amonodromy group of a linear differential equ -
tion in terms of parameters in the coefficients of thedifferential equ tion. 
Theorem 2.6 allows u to reduce a linear differential equ tion tothe one 
with singularities a  0, 1,cc only. Therefore, if the resulting linear differen- 
tial equation isof hypergeometric type (again o ly with regular singularities 
at 0, 1, cc), then the monodromy group of the original equation will be 
explicitly known. This method can be reformulated in the form of lifting of 
hypergeometric fun tion equations to equations f higher o der by means of 
polynomial (rational) transformations. If e restricts one elf tothe first 
nontrivial case of the accessory parameter problem of the Lame equation in 
the transcendental form d2w/dz2 + (1/4)(8(z) + B)w = 0, it turns out 
that he investigation of this case was conducted by Smimov [20]. Bymeans 
of linear nd quadratic ransformations, he Lame equation can be repre- 
sented inthe algebraic form as an equation with four egular singularities at 
x = al, a2, a3, and cc and with equal roots of the indicial equation at every 
regular singularity. The canonical form of this equation is 
$ [(x - %)(X - 4(x - 0,): I + (x +A)y =0, (2.8) 
where A is an accessory parameter. AccordirIg to the study of [20], an
equation (2.8) can be reduced tothe Gauss hypergeometric equation by
means of rational transformation 
x’ = r(x) (2.9) 
only in finitely many cases, the most general ofwhich are the cases when: 
(1) values x = 0, 1, t, 00 and only they give x’ = 0; (2) all roots of r(x) = 00 
have the multiplicity n andall roots of r(x) = 1 have the multiplicity m; 
and (3) no other value+ ofx, than those in (l)-(2) give the multiple root in 
(2.9). Integers n and m in (l)-(3) can have only finitely many values. The 
number of all possible rational transformations (2.9)reducing (2.8) tothe 
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hypergeometric formis limited, butlarge. A computer check of all of them 
reveals that up to a trivial transformation thereare only five equations (2.8) 
that can be reduced to the Gauss form. The leading coefficient f(x) =
(X - ai)(x - u2)(x - u3) of (2.8) can be reduced toone of the following 
four forms: 
f(x) = x3 - 1, x(x2 - l), 
x(x’ + 11x - l), x(8x2 + 7x - 1). (2.10) 
In the four cases of (2.10), it is easy to compute the value of an accessory 
parameter A,for which (2.8) reduces tothe hypergeometric form. In this 
case the monodromy group of (2.8) can be explicitly computed, and, in fact, 
coincides with one of the congruence subgroups of I(1). This is not 
accidental, because transformations (2.9)inthe cases (2.10) are particular 
examples ofmodular transformations fr m [16] corresponding to the mod- 
ular curves of genus zero and their uniformizations in rational functions. 
Other ational uniformizations fr m [16] (e.g., [16], Chap. IV.21) lead to 
differential equ tions with more than four singularities. A simple structure 
of the monodromy of equations (2.8) incases (2.10) provides additional 
arithmetic information on equations (2.8) in cases (2.10) namely, their 
p-curvature op rators (see above) are nilpotent. This implies the near 
integrality of solutions f (2.8). Since coefficients of theexpansions f a
solution f(2.8) at x = ai satisfy three-term recurrences, w  arrive at
integral (nearly integral) solutions f three-term recurrences. All these 
solutions are, in fact, known! It turns out that he cases (2.10) of(2.8) are 
related with ApCry sequences approximating l(2)and y(3), asdescribed in a 
very interesting paper of Dwork [21], where the relationship with the p-adic 
linear differential equ tions is presented. In fact, he two last cases in(2.10) 
correspond to linear differential operators L, and L, in 4.1 and 4.2 [21]. 
The third operator, L, of 4.3 [21], corresponding to ApCry approximation o 
c(3), is a symmetric square of the operator L, [21], and the quadratic 
transformation reduces L,to the quation (2.8) for the last case in (2.10). 
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